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THE BRAND
First Editions® is a premium brand of shrubs, trees, evergreens, 

vines and perennials that have been carefully selected based on 

market needs then trialed in production settings and in the field 

to ensure they perform for growers, landscapers, retailers and consumers.

Because we offer plants for the coldest areas of the United States and Canada, an exciting 

selection of cutting edge plants for the warmer regions of the country and a balanced offering for 

milder climates, First Editions® is truly unique as a national brand with emphasis on well-chosen 

regional assortments.  With extensive distribution through a network of quality growers and an 

engaging marketing platform, First Editions® offers a refreshing and profitable alternative to 

other programs.

While a successful brand starts with good genetics and quality grown plants, marketing is equally 

important. From inspiration to brand awareness to packaging to purchase decision direction to 

plant care and how-to, our professional marketing team is dialed in to the changing consumer 

marketplace. We work hard to meet new and experienced gardeners on their own turf be it social 

media, a website, texting, editorial or in person with information they care about. 

It takes commitment to launch a new brand and to build it into your way of doing business but 

good brands work – they attract the best genetics, build customer confidence, bring premium 

prices and make your business stronger. 
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EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL 
GENETICS

NATIONAL BRAND WITH ROBUST
REGIONAL PRODUCT MIXES

RETAIL APPEAL
PROVEN IN PRODUCTIONPROVEN IN PRODUCTION

FIELD TESTED TO ENSURE 
END USER PERFORMANCE

STEADY STREAM OF NEW PRODUCTS
NATIONAL MARKETING SUPPORT
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PRODUCTDEVELOPMENTPRODUCTDEVELOPMENTPRODUCT
Developing, testing, introducing and marketing superior 

new varieties is the keystone of First Editions®.  

Introducing great plants starts with great genetics, be it our own objective-driven breeding work 
or exciting plants from other breeders. Our product development program includes a full-time 
breeding operation in Georgia, ongoing relationships with independent breeders, an internationally 
active plant finding program and a strong travel team that monitors markets domestically and 
internationally to stay ahead of trends. 

NEW VARIETIES

Our approach to adding new products to First Editions® is straight forward. 
It has to fill a market need:

• More flower power
• better habit
• Improved disease resistance
• greater heat or cold tolerance 
• distinct advantage in production 
• Break through genetics

Bailey Innovation facilities  -  Georgia
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TRIALING PROGRAM

Once a plant is identified as a potential candidate for First Editions®, it goes through propagation 
and production trialing at multiple nursery locations. It is also trialed in the field at various trialing 
sites around the country to see how it performs for the end user in different regions. In addition 
to Bailey Nurseries extensive field trials in Minnesota, Illinois, Oregon and Georgia, we have an 
external trialing program at 12 sites representing diverse growing conditions across the US.

First Editions® has teamed up with universities and botanic gardens across the country to 
fully vet potential introductions before they are selected for commercialization. The trials also 
give us regionally specific size, cultural and performance information for plants already in the 

brand. Trials are now conducted from Zone 3 to Zone 9 in the Mid-Atlantic, Midwest, Mountain, 
Northern, Southern, Southeastern and Western regions of the US.

1- Bailey Nurseries, Inc.
2- UC Davis
3- UC Irvine

4- CSU
5- NDSU
6- NDSU

7- Powell Gardens
8- SFA
9- LSU

10- UTN
11- Spring Grove   
       Cemetery and 
       Arboretum

12- UMD 
13- Heritage Museum
       & Gardens
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Nord Farm trial area - Minnesota
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RETAIL & LANDSCAPE PROGRAM

1. 3 Rivers Farms Nursery  | FL 
2. Acorn Farms  |  OH
3. Adamson’s Heritage Nursery  |  Canada
4. Alta Nursery  |  CA 
5. Bailey Nurseries  |  MN
6. Baucom’s Nursery  |  NC 
7. Bennett’s Creek Nursery |  VA
8. Bracy’s Nursery  |   LA 
9. Bron & Sons Nursery  |   Canada
10. Byland’s Nurseries  | Canada
11. Clinton Nurseries  |  CT
12. Color Spot Nurseries  |  CA
13. Cottage Gardens   |  OH
14. Decker Nursery  |  OH
15. Dewar Nurseries  |  FL
16. Fair View Nursery  |  NC
17. Flowerwood Nursery  |  AL

With an extensive network of quality growers, finished 
plants are readily available from the following licensed 
growers:

RETAIL & LANDSCAPE PROGRAM

Adamson’s Heritage Nursery  |  Canada

With an extensive network of quality growers, finished 
plants are readily available from the following licensed 
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18. Gossett’s Landscape Nursery  |  NC 
19. Greenleaf Nursery  |  OK
20. Hackney Nursery  |  FL 
21. Hawksridge Farms   |  NC
22. Hines Grower, Inc.  |  CA
23. Hinsdale Nurseries  |   IL
24. Hollandia Nursery   |   CA
25. Holmberg Farms, Inc.  |   FL 
26. Home Nursery   |  IL
27. J. Berry Nursery  |  TX 
28. J.C. Bakker Nurseries   |  Canada
29. Jeffries Nurseries   |  Canada
30. Johnson Nursery Corporation  |  NC 
31. Kankakee Nursery  |   IL
32. Kraemer’s Nursery   |   OR
33. Lancaster Farms  |   VA 
34. Lincoln Nurseries  |   MI
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35. Loma Vista Nursery  |  KS 
36. May Nursery  |  FL
37. McCorkle Nursery   |  GA
38. Means Nursery  |   OR
39. Medford Nursery  |  NJ
40. Metrolina Greenhouse  |  NC 
41. Midwest Groundcovers |   IL 
42. Northwoods Nursery   |  WI 
43. Oregon Pride Nurseries  |   OR
44. Overdevest Nurseries  |   NJ 
45. Panoramic Farms |   NC
46. Pépinière Abbotsford  |   Canada
47. Powell’s Nursery, LLC   |  NC
48. Prides Corner Farms   |  CT 
49. Québec Multiplant   |  Canada
50. R.A. Dudley Nurseries   |   GA 

51. Robinson Nursery   |  OR
52. Saunders Brothers Nursery   |   VA 
53. Sester Farms  |  OR
54. Sheridan Nurseries   |   Canada
55. Simpson Nurseries  |   FL 
56. Stokley Nursery  |   AL
57. Tom Dodd Nursery  |  AL
58. Transplant Nursery  |  GA
59. Tropic Traditions  |  FL 
60. Van Belle Nursery   |  Canada
61. Van Essen Nursery  |  OR 
62. Willoway Nurseries  |  OH
63. Willowbrook Nurseries  |   Canada
64. Wilson Nurseries  |  IL
65. Windmill Nursery |   LA
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GROWER PROGRAM
For over a century, people have relied on Bailey to provide you the highest 
quality plants and unrivaled customer service. We stand behind everything 
we grow – feet, firmly planted in the dirt. 

Fulfilling your production needs, we offer a full range of bareroot 
First Editions® trees, shrubs, vines, and roses. Further, our innovative 
JumpStarts® potted liner program keeps you in the game, 
making it even easier to spread out your planting 
times and keep your inventory management 
consistent. 38-cell trays may also be available 
depending on availability.

Racked and ready to go! JumpStarts® can ship 
small package carrier (boxed), half racks 

(24 flats) or full racks (48 flats).

quality plants and unrivaled customer service. We stand behind everything 

Fulfilling your production needs, we offer a full range of bareroot 
First Editions® trees, shrubs, vines, and roses. Further, our innovative 
JumpStarts® potted liner program keeps you in the game, 
making it even easier to spread out your planting 

Racked and ready to go! JumpStarts® can ship 
small package carrier (boxed), half racks 

(24 flats) or full racks (48 flats).
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Vanilla Strawberry™ Hydrangea
Container #2  - 12 weeks after planting

Little Devil™ Ninebark
Container #2

10 -12 weeks after planting

We understand your business because we are growers just like you. As such, we offer  a robust 
portfolio of liner options so you can keep your production schedules on track. Growers outside the 
licensed propagation network can purchase First Editions® liners from the following companies:

Bailey Nurseries
       Corporate Headquarters 
       1325 Bailey Road
       St. Paul, MN 55119
       800.829.8898

 Growing locations in Minnesota, 
  Oregon and Illinois.

GROWER OPTIONS

Griffith Propagation Nursery 
2580 Antioch Church Road 
Watkinsville, GA 30677
(706) 310-0027

32-cell trays available on select varieties.

Vanilla Strawberry™ Hydrangea
JumpStarts® liner

 Hydrangea

Little Devil™ Ninebark
JumpStarts® liner

Vanilla Strawberry™ Hydrangea Hydrangea
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Centennial Blush Star Magnolia
Pg 95

Groovy Grape™  Butterfly Bush
Pg 31

Opening Day™ Doublefile Viburnum
Pg 84

Cool Splash® Diervilla
Pg 37

Standing Ovation™ Serviceberry
Pg 24

Strawberry Sundae® Hydrangea
Pg 51

Lotus Moon™ Pearlbush
Pg 43

Fiber Optics™ Buttonbush
Pg 32

• Butterfly Bush
   Funky Fuchsia™  -   Psychedelic Sky™

• Neon Burst™ Dogwood
• Hibiscus
   Bali™  -  Fiji™  -  Hawaii™  -   Tahiti™
   French Cabaret™ Blush  -  Summer Ruffle™

COLOR CALENDAR BY SEASON   |   ZONES 3-5

SPRING

SUMMER

Seasonal color for year-round beauty

• Electric Lights™ Azalea
   Double Pink
• Barberry
   Cabernet®   -   Daybreak    -    Lambrusco™  
   Limoncello™    -   Moscato™   -   Toscana™

• Straight Talk™ Privet
• Little Devil™ Ninebark
• Firegold® Spirea

• Virtual Violet™ Lilac
• Weigela
   Rainbow Sensation™   -   Shining Sensation™

• Hydrangea
   Light-O-Day®  -  Diamond Rouge®
   Great Star™   -   Tickled Pink®
      Vanilla Strawberry™     -   White Diamonds®
• Amber Jubilee™ Ninebark
• Straight Talk™ Privet
• Potentilla
    Citrus Tart™   -   Crème Brûlée™

      Lemon Meringue™

• Rose
    Above and Beyond™    -  Campfire
• Spirea
   Pink Sparkler™  -   Sundrop™  -   Superstar™

• Tiger Eyes® Sumac
• Summer Cascade™ Wisteria
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Candy™ Coralberry
Pg 82

Galaxy™ Snowberry
Pg 82

Autumn Revolution™ Bittersweet
Pg 87

Wildfire™ Winterberry
Pg 59

Tiger Eyes® Sumac
Pg 77

Baton Rouge™ Dogwood
Pg 34

Firedance™ Dogwood
Pg 37

Technito® Arborvitae
Pg 92

• Sapphire Surf™ Bluebeard
• Cayenne Dogwood
• Hydrangea
   Diamond Rouge®  -  Great Star™ 
   Strawberry Sundae®  -  Vanilla Strawberry™

• Dogwood
   Baton Rouge™   -   Firedance™   -   Neon Burst™

   Cayenne
• Hydrangea
   Light-O-Day®   -    Diamond Rouge®
   Strawberry Sundae®  -    Vanilla Strawberry™      
   Tickled Pink®   -   White Diamonds®

 ZONES 3-5
FALL

WINTER

• Hypericum 
   Mocca, Pumpkin  -  Red Fame,
   Red Star™ -  Colbalt-n-Gold™

• Straight Talk™ Privet
• Symphoricarpos
   Galaxy™ Snowberry

• Opening Day™ Doublefile Viburnum
• Majestic Skies™ Pin Oak
• Maple
   Matador™   -  Scarlet Jewell™

• Candy™ Coralberry
• Sky High™ Juniper
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COLOR CALENDAR BY SEASON   |   ZONES 6-9

Cinnamon Girl™   Distylium
Pg 39

Spring Lace Viburnum
Pg 84

Crimson Fire™ Loropetalum
Pg 67

Evermore™ Azalea Hot Pink
Pg 74

SPRING

Purple Magic Crapemyrtle
Pg 63

Delta Blues™ Vitex
Pg 85

Vanilla Strawberry™ Hydrangea
Pg 52

Funky Fuchsia™ Butterfly Bush
Pg 30

SUMMER

• Daybreak Barberry
• Distylium
   Coppertone™  -   Linebacker™   -  Vintage Jade
• Cayenne Dogwood
• Gardenia
   Double Mint  -  Sweet Tea™  -  Sweet Star™

• Butterfly Bush
   Groovy Grape™  -  Psychedelic Sky™

• Hydrangea
    Light-O-Day®  -  Diamond Rouge®
    Great Star™   -   Tickled Pink®
      Vanilla Strawberry™     -   White Diamonds®

• Centennial Blush Star Magnolia
• Firegold® Spirea
• BananAppeal® Small Anise Tree
• Evermore™ Azalea
   Light Pink  -  Orange

• Loropetalum
   Sparkling Sangria™

• Straight Talk™ Privet
• Opening Day™ Doublefile Viburnum
• Weigela
   Rainbow Sensation™  -  Shining Sensation™

• BananAppeal® Small Anise Tree
• Pink Frost Florida Anise tree
• Crapemyrtle 
   Coral Magic   -    Plum Magic   -    Ruffled Red magic™    -     
   Midnight Magic™   -   Moonlight Magic™    -   Sunset Magic ™   -   Twilight Magic™

• Blue Puffball™ Vitex

Seasonal color for year-round beauty
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Pumpkin Hypericum
Pg 56

Cayenne Dogwood
Pg 35

BananAppeal® Small Anise Tree
Pg 60

Coppertone™ Distylium
Pg 39

Jetstream™ Oakleaf Hydrangea
Pg 54

Vintage Jade Distylium
Pg 42

Sapphire Surf™ Bluebeard
Pg 32

Chapel View™ Cryptomeria
Pg 91

FALL

WINTER

 ZONES 6-9

• Distylium
   Cinnamon Girl™  -  Linebacker™

• Straight & Narrow™ Japanese Holly

• Jetstream™ Oakleaf Hydrangea

• Distylium
   Cinnamon Girl™  - Coppertone™  -   
   Linebacker™  -  Vintage Jade
• Cayenne Dogwood

• Hydrangea
   Diamond Rouge®  - Great Star™

   Strawberry Sundae®  - Vanilla Strawberry™

   Tickled Pink® 
• Hypericum 
   Mocca  -  Red Fame  -  Red Star
   Colbalt-n-Gold™

• Crapemyrtle
   Coral Magic   -    Plum Magic   -    Purple Magic
   Ruffled Red Magic™    -     Midnight Magic™

   Moonlight Magic™    -   Sunset Magic ™   -   Twilight Magic™

• Vitex
   Delta Blues™  -  Blue Puffball™
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Marketing Increases Demand and Adds Value

It all starts with a great product, and the outstanding plants offered by First Editions® make the 
story even easier to tell. However, the power of First Editions® marketing approach is driven by a 
key factor that is critical in today’s consumer environment: engagement. 

The traditional one-way marketing funnel of simply running a few print ads is over. We go where 
consumers go, on their own turf, where they are to open and most comfortable seeing and 
engaging with the brand: social media, print and digital magazines, online, billboards they see 
driving to and from work, and coming soon – text messaging!

Consumers know when they are being sold to, so at First Editions® it’s all about creating 
opportunity for two-way or many-way engagement to maximize the excitement and understanding 
of the brand and the plants they want to be successful with. In turn, we learn trends, information 
needs, and which mix of communications are most effective so we can not only continue 
to enhance the experience they have with us, but also support your 
sell-through of First Editions® varieties.
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opportunity for two-way or many-way engagement to maximize the excitement and understanding 
of the brand and the plants they want to be successful with. In turn, we learn trends, information 
needs, and which mix of communications are most effective so we can not only continue 
to enhance the experience they have with us, but also support your 
sell-through of First Editions® varieties.

Use #LetsAskAmy from Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or 
FirstEditionsPlants.com/letsaskamy/submit-a-question 
and she will respond to 
any questions you have 
about gardening using 
First Editions® plants. 

If she doesn’t know, she’ll ask us! 

She can do it, so can you!
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Consumers have connected with Amy in an instant. Why? She’s one of them! Amy is a real-live 
person who had a typical consumer problem. She had a desire for a beautiful yard, but didn’t quite 
know how to get there. The experience of buying plants was really intimidating. Sound familiar?

After a few bumps in the road, and with a little help from First Editions®, she was able to turn her 
Blandscape into a Landscape! While she doesn’t consider herself a gardening expert, she feels 
much more empowered now that she has created a beautiful space and wants to share that feeling 
of success with others.

Topics are indexed on the website, creating a running gardening blog full of content consumers 
can refer to, to find more information about how to have success, keeping the experience full, 
rich, and organic! What’s more, questions are answered in the medium they originated from which 
means we connect with people where and when they want us too.  

can refer to, to find more information about how to have success, keeping the experience full, 
rich, and organic! What’s more, questions are answered in the medium they originated from which 
means we connect with people where and when they want us too.  
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“Print is dead.” Well, not really, but we hear this more and more. While it is true that there is a strong 
push towards more digital technology today, the reality is we still go where the market demands. 
We approach print through both advertisement and editorial content across the U.S. and Canada, 
both through national and regional publications. 

In 2017, First Editions® showed up in a multitude of industry and consumer publications, including 
Fine Gardening, Country Gardens, Grower Talks, Lawn & Garden Retailer, The American Gardener,  
Nursery Management, Green Profit and more!

We build lasting relationships with writers, bloggers and other consumer influencers by meeting 
with them several times a year, sending plants, answering questions and bringing them to our 
nurseries to see the plants and the people behind First Editions®. The result is 
excellent editorial coverage, insightful how-to articles, 
inspiring real time photos, design tips, timely plant 
care information and fun DIY projects.

Print
Our media mix has also increased to include
regional publications so that we can talk about
more specific varieties that do well in those
areas. This is especially true with the broad
assortment First Editions® offers. For example, if you live in Minnesota, chances 
are seeing an ad with crapemyrtle may just make you jealous. Conversely, a 
potentilla ad running in Georgia won’t do much for you either. 

Digital
We use banner ads to bring our message to life, drawing the attention of new 
and future customers. 

Billboards
We continue to expand our regional billboard program with the specific goal of 
driving consumers to garden centers through thoughtful placement. In 2017 we 
ran billboards in Chicago and Kansas City with tremendous success as it helps 
increase brand recognition! 

excellent editorial coverage, insightful how-to articles, 
inspiring real time photos, design tips, timely plant 

assortment First Editions® offers. For example, if you live in Minnesota, chances 
are seeing an ad with crapemyrtle may just make you jealous. Conversely, a 
potentilla ad running in Georgia won’t do much for you either. 

We use banner ads to bring our message to life, drawing the attention of new 

We continue to expand our regional billboard program with the specific goal of 
driving consumers to garden centers through thoughtful placement. In 2017 we 
ran billboards in Chicago and Kansas City with tremendous success as it helps 

Advertising – Print, Digital, Billboards

Consumer & Trade
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Minnesota Gardener Magazine,  September 2016

Fine Gardening, June 2017

Landscape Architecture Magazine,
August 2016

www.HGTVgardens.com
January 2014
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Minnesota Gardener Magazine,  September 2016

Fine Gardening, June 2017

Landscape Architecture Magazine,
August 2016

www.HGTVgardens.com
January 2014
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POINT-OF-PURCHASE SUPPORT

READY-TO-Go COREX SIGNS

There is no easier way to instantly connect 
with a shopper than through creative, bright, 
and effective displays enhanced with visual 
signage. We offer high quality brand P.O.P. 
to grab consumer attention in-store. Mix 
and match banners and corex to draw the 
shopper in and use variety specific billboards 
to highlight the information needed to make 
the purchase decision.

Colorful Combos, 
Spring through Fall

• Strawberry Sundae® Hydrangea
• White Diamonds® Hydrangea
• Cool Splash® Dwarf Bush 

Honeysuckle
• Superstar™ Spirea
• Shining Sensation™ Weigela

READY-TO-Go COREX SIGNS

There is no easier way to instantly connect 
with a shopper than through creative, bright, 
and effective displays enhanced with visual 
signage. We offer high quality brand P.O.P. 
to grab consumer attention in-store. Mix 
and match banners and corex to draw the 
shopper in and use variety specific billboards 
to highlight the information needed to make 
the purchase decision.

Flowers, Foliage & 
Pollinators 

• Superstar™ Spirea
• Crème Brûlée™ Potentilla
• Amber Jubilee™ Ninebark
• Shining Sensation™ Weigela

Trio of Color 

• Vanilla Strawberry™ Hydrangea
• Little Devil™ Ninebark
• Rainbow Sensation™ Weigela

Beautiful & Tough  

• Tiger Eyes® Cutleaf 
Staghorn Sumac

• Tickled Pink® Hydrangea
• Shining Sensation™ Weigela

p.o.p.

For more information, visit:
BaileyNurseries.com/our-brands/first-editions
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Packaging 
& In-Store

Good-looking branded containers and large picture tags are designed to position First Editions® 

as a premium product that draws consumer attention and that you can be proud to feature. 

We have redesigned our First Editions® 
plant tag and have included a text 
message code for consumers to get timely 
gardening tips. 

And, it’s regionally specific! Be sure to 
subscribe so you can see what we are 
helping people with.

New for 2018
Text Messaging!
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Neon Burst™ Dogwood  |   pg 36

Swing Low™ Distylium  |   pg 40

Sweet Star™ Gardenia  |   pg 43
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Straight & Narrow™ Japanese Holly    |   pg 58

Virtual Violet™ Lilac  |   pg 83

NEW
 VARIETIES 2018
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Abelia x grandiflora ‘PIIAB-II’ PP25,305

Early blooming, abundant pink flowers cover this deciduous to semi-evergreen, mounding 
plant. Blossoming on new wood, this selection benefits from timely pruning to encourage new 
shoots and increase flower production. The juvenile growth is bronze and matures to bright 
emerald green that does not bleach or burn in southern sun. Bred by Plant Introductions, Inc.

Amelanchier alnifolia ‘Obelisk’

Standing Ovation™ is covered in white flowers each spring, which often turn into edible berries 
in June. As the seasons continue, dark green, almost circular leaves change to red and orange in 
autumn. Its upright, perfectly oval form adds height in small gardens and provides nice structure 
during winter. Standing Ovation™ is a good alternative to columnar buckthorn. The uniform habit 
makes it great for hedging. From Valk Plants in the Netherlands. 

ZONE 6-9  H x W 2-3’ x 4-6’  EXP Full Sun     

SHAPE Mounding OTHER ATTRIBUTES: Deer resistant

ZONE 2-8 H x W 15’ x 4’ EXP Full Sun   SHAPE Upright

Eternal Sunshine™ Abelia

Standing Ovation™ Serviceberry
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BARBERRY
COLLECTION
Barberry is one of the most widely used landscape shrubs in the northern U.S. for good reason: plant 

it and leave it alone. Cold hardy, heat tolerant and drought resistant, this no-fuss group of shrubs 

comes in a wide variety of shapes, colors and variations and can be used as a low border, in mass 

plantings or as a barrier hedge. Plus barberry is critter resistant so deer and bunnies don’t bother it. 

FirstEditions.com  |   25
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Berberis thunbergii atropurpurea ‘Moretti Select’

This extremely dense, compact form of ‘Crimson Pygmy’ does not require pruning 
and is more winter hardy. Bright crimson new growth is followed by rich burgundy 
to purple foliage. Propagated from cultured stock blocks to ensure a true strain. 
From R & V Moretti Nursery.

ZONE 4-7  

H x W 2’ x 2-3’  

EXP Full Sun     

SHAPE Compact, Mounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:     
- Deer resistant 
- Drought tolerant
- Cold hardy

Cabernet® Barberry
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Berberis thunbergii ‘Daybreak’ PP23,747

Daybreak is a colorful, compact barberry that holds 
up remarkably well in the south. The foliage emerges 
orange-red and eventually matures to bright yellow-
gold that doesn’t burn or bleach in the summer heat. 
It forms a beautiful rounded mound that requires very 
little pruning. It has been fruitless to date. Bred by 
Plant Introductions, Inc.

Berberis thunbergii ‘BailElla’

Densely arranged leaves coupled with a spreading 
habit make this new barberry a useful landscape 
plant. The foliage emerges red and deepens to 
burgundy as the season progresses. Can be used 
instead of ‘Crimson Pygmy’ in colder climates since 
it is more cold hardy. Bred by Don Selinger and 
introduced by Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

ZONE 4-8

H x W 1.5’ x 1.5-2’

EXP Full Sun

SHAPE Compact, Mounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:
- Deer resistant 
- Drought tolerant
- Heat tolerant

ZONE 4-7

H x W 2-3’ x 3-5’ 

EXP Full Sun

SHAPE Low, Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:
- Deer resistant 
- Drought tolerant
- Cold hardy

Daybreak Barberry  

Lambrusco™ Barberry
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Berberis thunbergii ‘BailErin’

Forming a tidy, round mound, this new barberry has chartreuse foliage with 
an unusual red, almost dotted pattern around the leaf margin through July in 
Minnesota. Fall foliage is orange, yellow and red. The bright color and habit make it 
a good accent plant in foundation plantings. Bred by Don Selinger and introduced 
by Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

ZONE 4-7  

H x W 3-4’ x 3-4’ 

EXP     Full Sun  

SHAPE Mounding

OTHER ATTRIBUTES: 
- Deer resistant 
- Perfect as foundation plant
- Drought tolerant
- Yellow color doesn’t burn in full sun

Limoncello™ Barberry
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Berberis thunbergii ‘BailAnna’

New foliage emerges lime green with a contrasting 
orange/peach margin, which fades to green in 
summer. Forms a densely branched, spreading 
mound, which fits easily in smaller spaces. Can be 
used as a substitute for boxwood in colder climates 
where boxwood is not winter hardy. Bred by Don 
Selinger and introduced by Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

Berberis thunbergii ‘BailJulia’

The large showy foliage emerges red in spring with a fine, bright yellow margin. The 
margin eventually fades through summer, but the foliage remains a good red. The leaf 
color darkens in autumn, taking on flaming scarlet tones. Forms an upright shrub with
arching branches. Bred by Don Selinger and introduced by Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

ZONE 4-7  H x W 2-3’ x 3-5’

EXP Full Sun    SHAPE Low, Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:
- Deer resistant 
- Drought tolerant
- Cold hardy

ZONE 4-7  

H x W 3-5’ x 2-4’

EXP Full Sun    

SHAPE Upright, Arching

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:
- Deer resistant 
- Drought tolerant
- Cold hardy

Moscato™ Barberry

TOSCANA™ Barberry
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ZONE 5-9  H x W 6-8’ x 6-8’

EXP Full Sun    SHAPE Rounded to Upright

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:  Deer resistant  |  Drought tolerant
        Fragrant  |  Pollinator

BUDDLEIA
COLLECTION

Buddleia davidii ‘PIIBD-II’ PP26,278

Rounded to upright habit with dark green foliage, gray 
beneath. The habit is more upright than ‘Miss Molly’ and ‘Miss 
Ruby’. Rich reddish-pink inflorescences are very upright and 
quite fragrant. Showy flowers average 6-8” long and up to 10” 
long on vigorous shoots. 

Funky Fuchsia™ Butterfly Bush

With big wands of fragrant flowers in 
bright colors, Buddleia is the quintessential 
summer flowering shrub. Our selections 
flower continuously into fall if old blooms 
are removed, so plants can be cycle pruned 
for later season sales. Older plants are easily 
rejuvenated in the garden by moderate to 
severe pruning when needed. Plant sizes are for 
plants growing in Zone 7 – 9. Plants grown in 
colder winter climates don’t get as large since 
they usually regrow from the crown every year. 
Bred by Plant Introductions, Inc.
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Buddleia davidii ‘PIIBD-III’ PP26,306

Well matched with Funky Fuchsia™ in habit and 
flower display, Psychedelic Sky™ has clear blue 
flowers on upright stems. Flowers average 6-8” 
long and up to 10” long on vigorous shoots. The 
habit is upright and tidy, like Funky Fuchsia™. 

Buddleia davidii ‘PIIBD-I’ PP26,305

Rounded to upright habit with arching 8-10” long 
inflorescences. Rich, violet-purple flowers are 
fragrant. 

ZONE 5-9  

H x W 4-6’ x 4-5’ 

EXP Full Sun     

SHAPE Upright

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:
- Deer resistant 
- Fragrant
- Cut flower
- Pollinator

ZONE 5-9  

H x W 8-10’ x 6-8’

EXP Full Sun     

SHAPE Rounded to Upright

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:
- Deer resistant 
- Drought tolerant
- Fragrant
- Pollinator

Groovy Grape™ Butterfly Bush

Psychedelic Sky™ Butterfly Bush
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Caryopteris x clandonensis ‘Blauer Splatz’

This compact, low-maintenance shrub produces a swell of stunning blue flowers from 
top to bottom in late summer and fall when few other plants are blooming. The habit 
is lower growing than most Caryopteris so it makes a colorful groundcover. Sapphire 
Surf™ is deer and drought resistant. Selected by Kordes Nursery in Germany.

Cephalanthus occidentalis ‘Bailoptics’ PPAF 

Fiber Optics™ is a distinct improvement over the coarser species that grows twice 
the size of this compact selection. Native from Florida to Mexico and north to 
Nova Scotia and Ontario, buttonbush is quite happy in moist conditions, tolerating 
flooding and wet spring soil. As such it is often used in wetland restoration work, 
along streams and pond banks. It’s also a great plant for low areas in the landscape 
that don’t dry out until late in the season. Conversely, it grows well without excessive 
moisture in our Minnesota trial block. It has exceptional wildlife benefits and the 
seed is eaten by waterfowl. Selected by Bailey Nurseries, Inc. (CPBRAF)

ZONE 5-9  

H x W 2’ x 3’

EXP Full Sun    

SHAPE Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:
- Deer resistant 
- Cut flower
- Great in mass plantings
- Pollinator

ZONE 4-9  

H x W 5-6’ x 5-6’

EXP Full Sun    

SHAPE Compact, 
Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:
- Deer resistant 
- Moisture tolerant
- Wildlife attractor
- Pollinator

Sapphire Surf™

Bluebeard

Fiber Optics™

ButtonbusH
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DOGWOOD
COLLECTION

Our Cornus selections offer year-round interest with red 

stems in winter, flowers in spring and berries in summer. 

Some even offer great fall foliage color. Easy to grow in 

production and the landscape.
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Cornus alba  ‘Minbat’

Selected for its naturally compact, bushy habit and vivid red stems, Baton Rouge™ 
offers amazing year-round interest. White spring flowers are followed by white 
berries attractive to birds. Medium green foliage transforms to a brilliant reddish-
purple hue in autumn. Stems turn bright red in winter making a spectacular display. 
Selected as a sport of Cornus alba ‘Elegantissima’. From Minier Nursery in France.

ZONE 3-7

H x W 4-5’ x 4-5’ 

EXP Full Sun   

SHAPE Upright, Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:
- Moisture tolerant
- Winter interest

Baton Rouge ™ Dogwood
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Cornus amomum ‘Cayenne’

Discovered in Fancy Gap, VA, this native selection stands out because the bright red stems shine all winter, even in 
warmer winter areas. Fresh green foliage looks good all summer and porcelain blue berries form in late summer. Good 
orange-red fall foliage. Appears to be Japanese beetle resistant in Georgia. Disease and canker-resistant. Like its cousins, 
Cayenne is well-suited to moist areas and is good in shrub borders, massed in moist areas and for wetland mitigation. 
Selected by Plant Introductions, Inc.

ZONE 4-9 H x W 6-8’ x 8-10’  EXP Full Sun     SHAPE Rounded to Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES: Moisture tolerant   |   Winter interest    |    Southern heat tolerant

Cayenne Dogwood
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NEW DOGWOOD
Cornus alba ‘ByBoughen’ PP 27,956

This new Tatarian dogwood from Bylands Nursery in British Columbia has attractive chartreuse foliage and  is a 
compact selection growing 4-5’ tall. It has good sun and heat tolerance, retaining bright leaf color throughout 
summer. New leaves are tinged with bronze and the stems have a rich red hue early in the season. Fall foliage 
becomes a rainbow of purple, red, yellow and orange. In winter the stems turn glossy scarlet red. (®CA)

ZONE    2-7  

H x W    4-5’ x 4-5’   

EXP     Full Sun to Part Shade    

SHAPE Mounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:  Winter interest

Neon Burst ™ Dogwood New
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Cornus sericea ‘Bailadeline’

Firedance™ is similar to ‘Isanti’ but has a much 
more compact, uniform habit. Our trials also show 
Firedance™ has fewer problems than the species. 
White flowers in spring are followed by pretty white 
berries that are attractive to birds. The foliage turns 
a nice red-purple color in fall followed by red stems 
in winter, giving multi-season interest. It is tolerant 
of moist conditions, is suitable for rain gardens and 
good on slopes to hold soil in place. Discovered by 
Terry Schwartz of Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

ZONE 2-7  

H x W 3-4’ x 4-5’ 

EXP Full Sun     

SHAPE Compact, Mounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:  - Moisture tolerant
       - Winter interest 
       - Cold hardy

Firedance™ Dogwood

Diervilla sessilifolia ‘LPDC Podaras’ PP19,391

Cool Splash®,  the first variegated Diervilla, has 
bright white leaf margins that remain bright 
and clean until the first frost. Bunches of yellow 
blossoms adorn the plant in June and July. Easy 
to grow in a variety of soils as long as the soil is 
not bone dry. Cool Splash® is a densely branched 
shrub that forms underground suckers, developing 
colonies over time. Use in lightly shaded areas or 
mass plantings in full sun for a spectacular effect. 
Found by Peter Podaras.

ZONE 4-7  

H x W 2.5-4.5’ x 2.5-4.5’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade

SHAPE Compact, Mounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Deer resistant   |   Drought tolerant

Cool Splash® 

Dwarf Bush Honeysuckle
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DISTYLIUM COLLECTION
These tough evergreen plants are being used in great numbers in Zones 7 – 9 because they grow so well in so many 

situations. This remarkable group of plants can be planted in full sun to moderate shade and tolerates drought, 

extreme heat, wet soil and heavy clay. Our varieties are being used as alternatives for other plants plagued with 

problems such as boxwood, cherry laurel, hollies and Indian hawthorn in foundation plantings, landscape beds, 

median plantings and golf courses.  Evergreen members of the witch hazel family, Distylium produces petite 

red flowers all along the stems in winter. Easy to prune for shape or size control. Deer resistant.  Bred by Plant 

Introductions, Inc.
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Distylium ‘PIIDIST-V’ PP27,631

Cinnamon Girl™ has smaller foliage and a more 
refined look than other Distylium on the market, 
so it is an excellent alternative to boxwood and 
other evergreen plants beleaguered by insects and 
diseases in the south. Plum-purple new growth turns 
to blue-green as the leaves mature. In 2015, it came 
through winter with no burn while other varieties 
had moderate to severe dieback. Definitely our 
most cold hardy Distylium to date. (CPBRAF)

Cinnamon Girl™ Distylium

ZONE 7-9  H x W 2-3’ x 3-4’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade  

SHAPE Rounded to Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES: 
- Drought tolerant - High moisture tolerant 
- Evergreen  - Deer resistant 

Distylium ‘PIIDIST-III’ PP25,304

Coppertone™ is a mid-sized rounded 
evergreen with coppery-red new foliage 
that matures to blue-green. At 3-4’ tall and 
4-5’ wide, it is a good choice for foundation 
planting and landscape beds.

ZONE 7b-9

H x W 3-4’ x 4-5’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade    

SHAPE Rounded to Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:
- Drought tolerant
- High-moisture tolerant 
- Evergreen
- Deer resistant

Coppertone™ Distylium

BEST SELLER
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Distylium ‘PIIDIST-VI’ PPAF

We selected this new Distylium because of its 
habit. Low growing at 2-3’ tall and spreading 4-6’ 
wide, Swing Low™ is a perfect evergreen prostrate 
groundcover. Blue-green leaves are densely 
arranged on horizontal branches. Like all First 
Editions® Distylium, Swing Low™ is an adaptable 
plant that can be used in multiple landscape 
applications.  It adapts well to pruning and is 
disease and insect resistant. 

ZONE 7-9 

H x W 2-3’ x 4-6’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade   

SHAPE Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES: 
- Deer resistant 
- Drought tolerant
- High-moisture tolerant
- Evergreen

Swing Low ™ Distylium New

NEW DISTYLIUM
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Distylium ‘PIIDIST-IV’ PP25,984

This upright evergreen takes on the shape of a white 
oak whiskey barrel in youth and matures into an 
excellent screening or hedge plant. Reddish new 
growth matures to lustrous dark green. Foliage does 
not thin out in the center of the plant. With no pests 
or diseases to trouble it, Linebacker™ is becoming a 
hot selling evergreen for screening and hedges. Looks 
impressive in #7 and larger containers. 

Linebacker™ Distylium

ZONE 7-9  

H x W 8-10’ x 6-8’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade  

SHAPE Upright 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES: 
- Deer resistant   - Drought tolerant
- High-moisture tolerant - Evergreen
- Hedging

ZONE 7-9 H x W 3-4’ x 4-5’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade

SHAPE Spreading 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:
- Deer resistant - Drought tolerant
- High-moisture tolerant - Evergreen

Distylium ‘Vintage Jade’ PP23,128

Vintage Jade was the first Distylium in First 
Editions® and has become one of the best-
selling plants in the south. This remarkable plant 
is bulletproof and perfectly suited for large scale 
landscapes as well as homeowner use. This variety 
has layered branches and forms an intermediate 
spreading mound in the landscape, making it 
perfect for covering large areas. Lustrous dark 
green foliage looks good all season long. 

Vintage Jade Distylium

BEST SELLER
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Exochorda x macrantha ‘Bailmoon’

Known as pearlbush, this spring bloomer is covered 
in white round flower buds resembling a string 
of pearls. Buds open to clear white blooms that 
completely cover the plant in April and May, attracting 
early butterflies. Flowers are borne on previous 
year’s growth so prune right after flowering. Lotus 
Moon™ has bright green foliage on compact, upright, 
mounded plants. Deer resistant and low maintenance 
in the landscape, it grows well from Minnesota to 
Georgia. Bred by Don Selinger and introduced by 
Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

Lotus Moon™ Pearlbush

ZONE 4-7  H x W 4-5’ x 3-4’

EXP Full Sun  SHAPE Upright,  Rounded 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES: 
- Drought tolerant - Cut flower  
- Low maintance - Deer resistant

NEW GARDENIA

ZONE 7-9    H x W 3-5’ x 4-5’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade    SHAPE Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES:  - Deer resistant  - Fragrant
       - Evergreen

Sweet Star ™ GARDENIA New
Gardenia jasminoides ‘PIIGA-III’ PPAF
Blooming into late summer and early fall, Sweet Star™ is 
covered in single flowers starting early May. Excellent rebloom 
throughout summer. Flowers are followed by pretty orange fruit. 
Plants are nicely rounded with glossy green leaves and stay very 
compact in habit. Sweet Star™ originated from cold hardy wild-
collected Gardenia jasminoides seed from the Beijing Botanical 
Garden. Reliably cold hardy in zone 7, it came through the 
record-setting 2013-14 winter in Athens, GA with minimal frost 
damage. Further winter testing will tell if it is also hardy in 6b. 
Makes up quickly in production. Bred by Plant Introductions, Inc. 
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Gardenia jasminoides ‘Double Mint’ PP23,507

Compact, rounded growth habit with double 2” fragrant 
flowers that bloom all summer long. No other double 
comes close to matching Double Mint in rebloom 
capacity. Lustrous dark foliage. Double Mint grows to a 
maximum maximum of 3’ in height and spread, making 
this compact plant perfect for smaller spaces and 
containers where the fragrance can be enjoyed at close 
range. Makes an excellent retail presentation. Bred by 
Plant Introductions, Inc. 

Gardenia jasminoides ‘PIIGA-II’ PP27,258

This cross between Double Mint and Pinwheel™ 
produced a plant with the best features of both parents. 
With tennis ball size double flowers and excellent cold 
hardiness this heavy rebloomer has elegant, densely 
scented flowers. At 3-5’ tall and wide, Sweet Tea™ is 
more upright and larger than Double Mint. It is also 
more winter hardy. In 2013-2014 this selection survived 
4-6° F in an above ground container with no injury. 
That’s saying something since many other gardenias 
suffered severe damage during the same winter. Bred 
by Plant Introductions, Inc. 

Double Mint  GARDENIA

Sweet Tea™  GARDENIA

ZONE 7-9  

H x W 2.5-3’ x 2.5-3’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade  

SHAPE Rounded 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Deer resistant  |   Fragrant  | Evergreen

ZONE 7-9  

H x W 3-5’ x 3-5’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade  

SHAPE Upright, Rounded 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Deer resistant  |   Fragrant | Evergreen
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HIBISCUS COLLECTION
Hibiscus syriacus or Rose of Sharon has been in the nursery trade a long time. Recent breeding 
work in Europe and the United States has generated renewed interest in hibiscus. With single 
and double flowers that bloom from June or July through September, this group of plants 
provides color for many months. Since flowers form on new growth you can encourage more 
blooms by removing old branches in winter. These plants are extremely adaptable in terms
                                        of soil pH and grow in almost any soil as long as it’s not terribly dry or 
                                                   soggy all the time. Our selections are intermediate in size making 
                                                        them easier to manage. Use as a specimen or mass for effective
                                                            summer color. 
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Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minfren’

Semi-double pure white flowers are highlighted with 
a bold purple-red center. Flowers are 3-4” in diameter. 
Bred by Minier Nursery in France.

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minspot’

Medium pink buds give way to 3” to 4” flowers with 
a unique pattern, which slowly fades to light pink. A 
splash of deep red colors the center. Bred by Minier 
Nursery in France.

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minsygrbl1’ 

Large showy blossoms 3-4” diameter are a lovely blue 
accentuated with a red-purple heart. Bred by Minier 
Nursery in France.

Bali™  Hibiscus

FIJI™  Hibiscus

Hawaii™  Hibiscus

ZONE 5-8  

H x W 5-8’ x 4-7’

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Upright

ZONE 5-8  

H x W 5-8’ x 4-7’

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Upright

ZONE 5-8  

H x W 5-8’ x 4-7’

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Upright
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Hibiscus syriacus ‘Mineru’

Semi-double deep pink-purple flowers are accentuated 
with a deep red center. Blooms July-September with 
3-4” diameter flowers bringing welcome color to the 
summer landscape. Bred by Minier Nursery in France.

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Mindoub 1’ PP27,840

French Cabaret™ is the first in a series of sterile doubles 
from French breeder Corinne Liquiere at Minier 
Nursery in France. Dark pink flower buds open to a 
delicate blush pink with shades of white. Large, double, 
pompom flowers bloom profusely from July to October. 
Compact in size with an upright habit. Heat tolerant, 
drought tolerant and adapted to alkaline soils. Appears 
to set very little viable seed.

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Aarticus’ PPAF

Aptly named, this variegated hibiscus has blue green 
foliage with creamy white margins. Dark pink to 
lavender flowers add to the show in summer. At 3-4’ in 
height and width, this is a great feature plant for smaller 
gardens or in patio containers. Discovered by Steve 
Bruin at Lincoln Nurseries in Michigan. (CPBRAF)

Tahiti™  Hibiscus

French Cabaret™  Blush Hibiscus

Summer Ruffle™  Hibiscus

ZONE 5-8  

H x W 5-8’ x 4-7’

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Upright

ZONE 5-8  H x W 5-8’ x 4-7’

EXP Full Sun  SHAPE Upright

ZONE 5-8  H x W 3-4’ x 3-4’

EXP Full Sun  SHAPE Upright
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HYDRANGEA 
COLLECTION
With so many hydrangea on the market, how do you 
choose? First Editions® trials and selects the best varieties 
for long-term landscape and garden performance. Our 
assortment is production and field tested so you can be 
confident these varieties perform as promised. 
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Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Bailday’ 

This elegant lacecap hydrangea stands out with remarkably 
refined, pure white variegation. The flower heads have a ring 
of bright white sterile flowers while the inner blooms are 
glowing blue or pink depending on soil pH. The dramatic 
blooms coupled with clean, bright foliage naturally draw 
attention and make this an outstanding feature plant in the 
garden or in containers. Selected by Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

Hydrangea paniculata ‘Le Vasterival’ PP20,272

From the garden of Princess Sturdza in Normandy France, 
Great Star™ bears rounded clusters of lacecap flowers that 
open to large, white, wavy, star-shaped florets that can be up 
to 4” across. The flowers are incredibly fragrant. Flowering 
starts mid-summer and will last until the first hard frost, 
providing many weeks of interest. This low maintenance 
shrub is a great backdrop in a sunny or partially shaded area 
blending easily with other plants. Selected by Minier Nursery 
in France.

Light-O-Day®  Hydrangea

Great Star™  Hydrangea

ZONE 5-9  

H x W 3-5’ x 3-5’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade  

SHAPE Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Cut flower

ZONE 3-8  

H x W 6-7’ x 7-8’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade  

SHAPE Upright, Arching

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Cut flower
- Fragrant
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Hydrangea paniculata ‘Rendia’ PP24,667

This new variety has abundant, long lasting, rounded flower heads 
that start white and progress to pink, intense raspberry red and finally 
wine red. Flowers start blooming in July and take on red coloration 
earlier in the season than other pink paniculatas. Like other paniculatas 
that change from white to shades of pink or red, flower color is best 
in the fall when night temperatures are 10 degrees cooler than day 
temperatures. Compared to Strawberry Sundae®, Diamond Rouge® is 
slightly bigger and has distinct raspberry-red flowers that color earlier 
in the season. Benefits from multiple prunes in production to produce 
strong stems. Flower color varies based on climate and growing 
conditions. Bred by Jean Renault in France. (CPBRAF, ®CA)

Diamond Rouge® Hydrangea

ZONE 3-8

H x W 4-5’ x 3-4’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade 

SHAPE Compact, Upright

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Cut flower
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Hydrangea paniculata ‘Rensun’ PP25,438

Strawberry Sundae® is another outstanding selection from 
French breeder Jean Renault. This compact selection is similar 
to Vanilla Strawberry™ but much more compact. Flowers 
emerge creamy white in mid-summer and change to pink as 
night temperatures cool down. With its compact habit this 
hydrangea adds striking flowers to small spaces and is nicely 
proportioned for patio containers. The color lasts well into fall. 
Excellent for fresh cut and dried flower arrangements. Flower 
color varies based on climate and growing conditions. 
(CPBR #4609)

Strawberry Sundae®  Hydrangea

ZONE 3-8  

H x W 4-5’ x 3-4’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade  

SHAPE Compact, Upright

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Cut flower

BEST SELLERBEST SELLER
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Hydrangea paniculata ‘Renhy’ PP20,670

The enormous flower heads are a blend of vanilla and strawberry, 
held upright on red stems. Flowers emerge creamy white in mid-
summer, change to pink as the night temperatures drop and finally 
turn strawberry red. New blooms emerge as older blooms change 
color, giving the plant a multicolored effect in late summer and 
early fall. The red coloring lasts at least 3-4 weeks. Plants grow 
upright, then cascade later in the season. Excellent for fresh cut 
and dried flower arrangements. Flower color varies based on 
climate and growing conditions. Bred by Jean Renault in France.
(CPBR #3963)

Vanilla Strawberry™  Hydrangea
ZONE 3-8  

H x W 6-7’ x 4-5’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade  

SHAPE Upright

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Cut flower

BEST SELLER
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Hydrangea paniculata ‘HYPMAD II’ PP18,500

You’ll be tickled pink by the extraordinary flowers on 
this hydrangea. Each bloom is completely covered 
by the sterile flower petals and each petal recurves 
giving the blossoms a full, frilly, lacy appearance. The 
blooms begin white before turning rosy pink. The habit 
is upright and compact with a height of just 4-6’ so it is 
a good fit for small spaces. Bred by Dr. Michael Dirr at 
the University of Georgia.

Hydrangea paniculata ‘HYPMAD I’ PP19,082

With a commanding presence in the summer and fall 
garden, White Diamonds®  is an exceptional compact 
hydrangea with glistening white panicles that are held 
upright and eventually fade to parchment and pink. 
Smaller and more manageable than most H. paniculata, 
White Diamonds®  boasts dark green leathery foliage 
that displays increased heat and drought tolerance. 
Use as an anchor in the mixed border, plant as a 
hedge, or in a large grouping for a magnificent effect. 
Bred by Dr. Michael Dirr at the University of Georgia.

Tickled Pink®  Hydrangea

White Diamonds®  Hydrangea

ZONE 3-8  

H x W 4-6’ x 5-6’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade 

SHAPE Broad, Mounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Cut flower

ZONE 3-8  

H x W 4-6’ x 5’ 

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade 

SHAPE Compact, Dense

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Cut flower
- Fragrant
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Hydrangea quercifolia ‘PIIHQ-I’ PP25,319

Jetstream™ is a quantum leap in oakleaf hydrangea 
introductions with a dense, compact, non-flopping 
habit. The lustrous dark green foliage is resistant to leaf 
spot and turns  fantastic orange-red in autumn. Flowers, 
held high on strong stems, are a beautiful white aging 
to pink. Jetstream™ is a classic native flowering shrub 
for the garden, grouping and massing. Exfoliating 
tawny-brown bark adds winter interest, as do the dried 
flower heads. Must grow finished plants from tissue 
culture liners purchased from Bailey Nurseries or Griffith 
Propagation. Bred by Plant Introductions, Inc.

Jetstream™  Hydrangea

ZONE 5-8  

H x W 5-6’ x 4-5’ 

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade 

SHAPE Compact, Upright

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Cut flower
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HYPERICUM COLLECTION
This assortment of Hypericum inodorum from Europe were bred for excellent branching, lots of 
berries and good resistance to rust. Bright yellow flowers in spring followed by showy berries in 
late summer make this a good choice for refreshing mixed patio containers or for indoor floral 
arrangements. Introduced by Plants Nouveau. 

Hypericum inodorum ‘Kolmamoc’ 

Bright yellow flowers appear in spring followed 
by beautiful, warm, brown-red berries in fall. 

Mocca  HYPERICUM

ZONE 6 -9   

H x W 2.5-3’ x 2.5-3’

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Upright, Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Deer resistant
- Drought tolerant
- Cut flower
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Hypericum inodorum ‘Kolmaref’ 

Bright yellow spring flowers are followed by even brighter, long 
lasting, fire engine red berries that pair perfectly with autumn 
oranges, maroons and yellows. Berries also show well against 
dark green foliage in late summer to early fall. 

Hypericum inodorum ‘Kolmapuki’ PP24,576
Covered with yellow flowers in spring, followed by clusters of 
glowing orange berries. 

Hypericum inodorum ‘Kolmarest’ PP21,313

Red Star is covered with yellow blossoms in spring and clusters of 
red berries in late summer or fall. 

Red Fame  HYPERICUM

Pumpkin HYPERICUM

Red Star  HYPERICUM

ZONE 6 -9   H x W 2.5-3’ x 2.5-3’

EXP Full Sun    SHAPE Upright, Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Deer resistant  |  Drought tolerant   |  Cut flower

ZONE 6-9   H x W 2.5-3’ x 2-2.5’ 

EXP Full Sun    SHAPE Upright, Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Deer resistant  |  Drought tolerant   |  Cut flower

ZONE 6-9   H x W 2.5-3’ x 2-2.5’ 

EXP Full Sun    SHAPE Upright, Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Deer resistant  |  Drought tolerant   |  Cut flower
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Hypericum kalmianum ‘PIIHYP-I’ PP25,318

This mounded grower has silver-green foliage 
blanketed with 3/4” sunny yellow flowers in late 
spring and early summer. In fall, the leaves transform 
to yellow, orange, and red and reveal an attractive 
exfoliating bark. This plant thrives in full sun and well-
drained soil and is adaptable in many parts of the 
country growing reliably from Georgia to Minnesota. 
Bred by Plant Introductions, Inc.

Cobalt-n-Gold™ Hypericum

ZONE 4-7  

H x W 2-3’ x 4-5’

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Mounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES

- Deer resistant 

- Drought tolerant
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Ilex crenata ‘PIIIC-I’ PPAF

We’ve been trialing this Japanese holly a long 
time to be certain it lives up to its name. Straight 
& Narrow™ is exactly that. Now 6’ tall in our trials 
and 18” wide, Straight & Narrow™ is so much 
better than ‘Sky Pencil’ and ‘Sky Sentry’.  This 
plant has strong branches that remain upright and 
don’t splay out as it ages or faces the elements. 
Leaves are flat, not cupped, shiny dark green 
and remain nice looking through winter.  Male.  
Destined to become THE columnar Japanese holly 
of choice for retail and landscape. Bred by Plant 
Introductions, Inc. 

ZONE 6-8  H x W 6-8’ x 2-3’

EXP Full Sun   SHAPE Upright

OTHEr ATTRIBUTES   Deer resistant   |   Evergreen

Straight & Narrow ™

Japanese Holly New

NEW ILEX
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Ilex verticillata ‘Bailfire’

This female selection offers multi-season interest with pure white flowers, dark green foliage and an abundance of large, 
bright red fruit. Berries are 2X bigger than ‘Red Sprite’. Fall and early winter provide stems ideal for floral or seasonal 
displays. Rounded habit creates a wonderful foundation plant, specimen or hedge. ‘Jim Dandy’ is needed for pollination 
and berry set. A selection made by Gordie Bailey of Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

Wildfire™  Winterberry

ZONE 4 -9  H x W 6-7’ x 8’  EXP Full Sun  SHAPE Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES    Moisture tolerant    |      Winter interest    |     Cut stems in fall with berries for show

Illicium floridanum ‘Pink Frost’ PP21,287

A vigorous evergreen shrub for shady locations, 
Pink Frost has lovely variegated white and green 
foliage that turns rosy-pink in cold weather. Maroon-
red flowers bloom for 4-6 weeks in spring. The 
foliage has a pleasant gin and tonic scent. Loves 
moist, but well-drained soils. Introduced by Plant 
Introductions, Inc.

Pink Frost Florida Anise-tree

ZONE 7-9  

H x W 6-10’ x 6-10’

EXP Shade   

SHAPE Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES 
- Deer resistant  - Evergreen
- Good for shade - Variegated foliage
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Illicium parviflorum ‘PIIIP-I’ PPAF

This compact, well-behaved Illicium has golden-yellow foliage 
and keeps a nice mounded form as it ages. Leaves are wider than 
‘Florida Sunshine’ and it’s a better grower in production. Unlike 
‘Florida Sunshine’, BananAppeal™ doesn’t send out long gangly 
shoots, the leaves don’t bleach in winter and plants are more 
compact and disease resistant. With anise-scented foliage, it is 
a perfect accent plant in shade gardens, maintaining its small 
stature and luminescent yellow-gold foliage. No suckers to date. 
Bred by Plant Introductions, Inc.

BananAppeal®  Small Anise Tree

ZONE 7 -9   

H x W 3-4’ x 3-4’  

EXP Part Sun to Shade  

SHAPE Upright, Round  

OTHER ATTRIBUTES     

- Deer resistant

- Fragrant  

- Evergreen
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CRAPEMYRTLE
COLLECTION
Magic crapemyrtles are bred for intermediate size and disease resistance as well as stunning flower 
coverage. Because of their smaller size, the Magics branch well, quickly filling out and flowering 
heavily in 3, 5 and 7-gallon containers. These heavy bloomers sell fast at retail, and their compact 
nature makes them easy to cycle prune for fall sales. The dark leaf varieties are an excellent 
alternative to purple leaf plums in Zones 7-9 where plums are defoliated by August. Excellent 
resistance to Cercospora. Bred by Plant Introductions, Inc. 
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Coral Magic forms a beautiful rounded, dense shrub, loaded with 
salmon-pink flowers in early summer. The new foliage is a glossy 
reddish color, eventually becoming dark green throughout the 
summer. Coral is the earliest in the Magic series to bloom and is a 
heavy rebloomer if stage pruned. 

Coral Magic  Crapemyrtle
ZONE 7 -9   

H x W 6-10’ x 6-10’   

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Rounded  

OTHER ATTRIBUTES - Deer resistant
     - Pollinator

Plum Magic  Crapemyrtle
Lagerstroemia ‘Plum Magic’ PP23,518

Plum Magic forms a dense shrub covered in 
fuchsia pink blooms by July. The foliage on 
this rounded shrub emerges plum-purple 
in color and eventually matures to rich dark 
green, setting off the bright flowers. Plum 
blooms just before Purple and is a heavy 
rebloomer if stage pruned. 

ZONE 7-9  H x W 6-10’ x 6-10’

EXP Full Sun  SHAPE Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES
- Deer resistant
- Pollinator

BEST SELLER
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Purple Magic  Crapemyrtle

Ruffled Red Magic™

Crapemyrtle

Lagerstroemia ‘Purple Magic’ PP23,906

Purple Magic is our best-selling green 
leaf variety. Dark purple flowers cover the 
rounded, dense shrub from base to tip. 
Glossy green leaves remain disease free 
all season. This blooming machine flowers 
a few days later than Plum and is a heavy 
rebloomer if stage pruned. 

Lagerstroemia ‘PIILAG-VII’ PP27,303

Talk about red AND ruffled! This new 
crapemyrtle has distinctly different, carnation-
like, glowing red flowers that show beautifully 
against the lustrous dark green foliage. 
Foliage turns orange-red in fall. The habit is 
upright, but compact with dense branching, 
making a nice large shrub or small tree form. 
It is also highly resistant to Cercospora leaf 
spot and powdery mildew, which is a major 
breeding accomplishment in red crapes. 

ZONE 7-9  H x W 6-10’ x 6-10’

EXP Full Sun  SHAPE Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Deer resistant
- Pollinator

ZONE 7-9  H x W 12’ x 8’

EXP Full Sun  SHAPE Upright

OTHER ATTRIBUTES 
- Deer resistant
- Pollinator

BEST SELLER
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Lagerstroemia  ‘PIILAG-V’ PP25,925

Midnight Magic™ has superb purple-maroon foliage and 
offers deep pink flowers that show beautifully against the 
dark, almost black, foliage. It has an upright, compact shape 
and good mildew resistance. Foliage color does not fade in 
southern heat making it a good replacement for purple leaf 
plums. 

Midnight Magic™  Crapemyrtle

Sunset Magic™  Crapemyrtle

ZONE 7 -9   

H x W 4-6’ x 4-6’  

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Upright, Compact 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   - Deer resistant
       - Pollinator

Lagerstroemia ‘PIILAG-IX’ PPAF

Talk about a sizzling combination! This 
compact beauty has large red inflorescences 
that cover the plant when they bloom. Sunset 
Magic™ flowers more heavily than other reds 
with dark foliage. Deep black-purple leaves 
are flat, lustrous and hold their dark color 
into late summer. Foliage has been disease-
free to date. 

ZONE 7-9  H x W 5-10’ x 4-8’

EXP Full Sun  SHAPE Upright

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   
- Deer resistant
 - Pollinator
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Moonlight Magic™  Crapemyrtle

Twilight Magic™  Crapemyrtle

Lagerstroemia ‘PIILAG-IV’ PP25,478

A sister seedling of Midnight Magic™ with 
superb foliage and white flowers. The 
habit is upright and vase-shape making it a 
beautiful small tree. Good resistance to leaf 
spot. 

Lagerstroemia ‘PIILAG-VIII’ PP27,194

The combination of deep plum-colored 
foliage and pink flowers is stunning. This 
large shrub/small tree really stands out in the 
landscape when it blooms. Flower production 
is profuse compared to Delta Jazz™, and its 
disease resistance is excellent. Even when 
not in flower, the dark foliage is handsome all 
on its own. Very good mildew resistance. An 
excellent alternative to purple leaf plums. 

ZONE 7-9  

H x W 8-12’ x 4-6’

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Upright, vase shaped

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Deer resistant
- Pollinator

ZONE 7-9  

H x W 16’ x 8’

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Upright

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   
- Deer resistant
- Pollinator
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Ligustrum vulgare ‘Swift’

A natural substitute for ‘Sky Pencil’ holly in colder climates, Straight Talk™ is only 2’ 
wide and tightly upright. It can be used as vertical accent or grouped for hedging. 
In addition to being cold hardy and drought tolerant, it’s easy to grow in a wide 
range of soils and tolerates urban conditions. Minimal seed production after five 
years in Minnesota trials. Deciduous. Found by Mike Jeronimus of Green Acres 
Nursery in Golden, CO.

Straight Talk™  Privet
ZONE 4-8 

H x W 12’ x 2’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade    

SHAPE Columnar 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES 

- Deer resistant 

- Drought tolerant

- Can be pruned into a short hedge
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LOROPETALUM COLLECTION
A staple in the south, our red leaf varieties offer a distinct advantage to other selections in the 
market. Bred by Plant Introductions, Inc. 

Loropetalum chinensis var. rubrum ‘PIILC-I’ PP25,534

Crimson Fire™ is on fire, and with good reason! It is the first truly 
compact red-leaf Loropetalum on the market with proven cold 
tolerance. When other red leaf Loropetalum were severely damaged 
in the winter of 2013-14, Crimson Fire™ came through unscathed. The 
winter of 2014-15 was also tough and Crimson Fire™ came through 
with minimal tip burn. Additionally, this well-behaved selection has 
controlled growth and doesn’t throw out rangy shoots. Bright pink 
flowers in spring are highlighted by the dark foliage. 

ZONE 7-9

H x W 4’ x 4’-5’ 

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade   

SHAPE Mounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES    
- Deer resistant 
- Evergreen

Crimson Fire™ Fringe Flower BEST SELLER
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Loropetalum chinensis var. rubrum 
‘PIILC-II’ PP25,470

Sparkling Sangria™ is a heavy-weight alternative 
to Crimson Fire™, forming a larger shrub suitable 
for screening, hedges, groupings and masses. 
Loads of shocking red flowers light up plants in 
spring. A seedling of Ever Red®  Loropetalum that 
is more easily propagated and better in production. 
Impressive in #7 and larger containers. 

Sparkling Sangria™ Fringe Flower

ZONE 7-9  

H x W 10’ x 10’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade 

SHAPE Rounded to Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   - Deer resistant
       - Evergreen

Philadelphus ‘Snowwhite Fantasy’ PP13,774

A repeat-flowering hybrid, Snow White™ boasts 2” double flowers borne 
in clusters that bloom abundantly in spring and then again in summer. A 
versatile shrub with pure white, deliciously fragrant flowers. Introduced by 
Plants Nouveau.

Snow White™  Mockorange
ZONE 4 -8

H x W 5-6’ x 4-5’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE   Upright, Rounded 
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Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Donna May’ PP22,634

This improved ninebark has an upright, rounded 
habit and fine textured, dark foliage that sets 
it apart from other ninebark. It is also mildew 
resistant and low maintenance. It needs little to no 
pruning, is free from pest and disease issues and 
adapts to wet or dry soil. Clusters of small purplish-
white flowers in June contrast nicely with the 
burgundy foliage. Little Devil™ is a good substitute 
for barberry in areas of the country where barberry 
may be invasive. Bred by Dr. David Zlesak.

ZONE 3-7  

H x W 3-4’ x 3-4’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Upright, Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   
- Deer resistant
- Drought resistant

BEST SELLER

Little Devil™  NINEBARK
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Purple Sunset™ Pomegranate
Punica granatum ‘PIIPG-I’ PP21,031

This restrained little pomegranate has great ornamental 
value in the landscape and in containers. With lustrous dark 
green foliage and a tight compact habit, it produces orange 
flowers and small purple fruits from spring through fall. 
Flowers on new growth so light tip pruning promotes more 
flowers and fruits. Bred by Plant Introductions Inc.

ZONE 7-9  

H x W 5’ x 4’

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Upright, Oval

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Deer resistant

Physocarpus opulifolius  ‘Jefam’ PP23,177

Amber Jubilee™ was selected for its striking new foliage in glowing tones 
of orange, yellow and gold. Rounded and dense in habit, this shrub with its 
bold array of colors makes an eye-catching hedge. Delicate white blooms 
are produced in spring. Summer foliage is green. Can be stage pruned in 
production through July to force colorful new growth. Fall foliage is highlighted 
with tones of red and purple, making this mildew resistant ninebark appealing 
over the entire season. Plant in full sun for best performance. Seedling 
selection of Diabolo®  and ‘Dart’s Gold’ ninebark. Selected at Jeffries Nursery 
in Manitoba, Canada. (CPBR #4765, ®CA)

Amber Jubilee™  Ninebark
ZONE 2-7

H x W 5-6’ x 4’ 

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Upright, Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Drought tolerant

BEST SELLER
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POTENTILLA COLLECTION
These selections were bred on the cold Canadian plains at the Morden Research Station resulting 
in plants that provide season-long flowers in the coldest regions. Commonly called Tundra Rose, 
these tough plants are deer resistant and durable. 

Potentilla fruticosa  ‘Bailcitrus’

Citrus Tart™ is the third potentilla to come out of the Morden Research 
Centre in Manitoba. It has double gold flowers and an upright mounded 
habit. Tough and hardy to Zone 2. Introduced by Bailey Nurseries, Inc.
(CPBRAF)

ZONE 2-6  

H x W 2-3’ x 2-3’  

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Upright, Mounded 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES    
- Deer resistant 
- Drought tolerant
- Blooms all summer

Citrus Tart™ Potentilla
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Potentilla fruticosa ‘Bailbrule’ 

Add a pop of white to the landscape with this new double 
flowering potentilla. Bright white flowers adorn this 
rounded shrub throughout the entire summer. Dark green 
foliage contrasts beautifully with the flowers. Introduced 
by Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

Potentilla fruticosa ‘Bailmeringue’

Lemon Meringue™ is loaded with light yellow double 
flowers that might remind you of a rose. Blooms all 
summer on a tidy little plant that forms a compact 
shrub with little pruning required. Introduced by Bailey 
Nurseries, Inc

Crème Brûlée™  POTENTILLA

Lemon Meringue™  POTENTILLA

ZONE 2-6  

H x W 3-3.5’ x 2-3’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Upright, Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Deer resistant
- Drought tolerant
- Blooms all summer

ZONE 2-6  

H x W 2-3’ x 2-3’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Upright, Mound 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Deer resistant
- Drought tolerant
- Blooms all summer
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Rhododendron ‘UMNAZ 493’ PP26,600

From the deciduous azalea breeding program at the 
University of Minnesota, this is the first double-flowered form 
and it is a beauty! In spring, double pink, fragrant flowers 
smother the plant in color. Soft green foliage turns burgundy 
in the fall. Plants form an upright mound in the landscape 
and tolerate full sun to part shade. Flower buds are hardy to 
-30°F. Introduced by Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

Electric Lights™  Double Pink Azalea

ZONE 4-7  

H x W 6-7’ x 4-5’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade 

SHAPE Upright, Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Fragrant
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EVERMORE™ AZALEAS
With excellent heat tolerance, these evergreen reblooming azaleas are the perfect size for 
adding color to foundation plantings. 

Rhododendron ‘SCHXOHI-17’

This reblooming azalea sports bright hot pink flowers in spring, 
summer and fall. It forms a rounded mound of dark green foliage 
that needs little pruning to maintain its perfect shape. Excellent heat 
resistance, as well as good insect and disease resistance, make this 
plant a real winner for foundation plantings.

Evermore™  Hot Pink Azalea
ZONE 7 -9

H x W 3-4’ x 3-4’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade 

SHAPE Upright   

OTHER ATTRIBUTES    
- Fragrant  - Evergreen
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Rhododendron ‘MBXOHI-32’

A new reblooming azalea with lovely double light pink flowers that bloom in spring, summer and fall. Forms a rounded 
mound with dark green foliage that needs little care to maintain its shape. 

Rhododendron ‘MAXXOHI-02’

Clusters of dark orange flowers put on a show in spring 
then repeat bloom in summer and fall. It grows into a 
beautiful rounded mound that needs little pruning to 
maintain its shape. Dark green foliage is resistant to insect 
and disease. 

EVErMORE™  LIGHT Pink Azalea

EVErMORE™  ORANGE Azalea

ZONE 7-9   H x W 3-4’ x 3-4’  EXP Full Sun to Part Shade 

SHAPE Rounded mound OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Fragrant   |    Evergreen

ZONE 7-9  

H x W 3-4’ x 3-4’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade 

SHAPE Rounded mound

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Fragrant
- Evergreen
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Tiger Eyes®  Cutleaf Staghorn Sumac
Rhus typhina ‘Bailtiger’ PP16,185

Tiger Eyes®, one of the three inaugural plants in First Editions®,  is 
a beautiful golden-leafed form of cutleaf staghorn sumac. New 
growth is a lively chartreuse green, quickly changing to yellow. Both 
colors contrasting nicely with the rosy-pink leaf stems. The branches 
angle upward while the deeply cut leaflets drape downward. As 
magnificent as the summer colors are, the dramatic effect of yellow, 
orange and intense scarlet in autumn are unparalleled. This showy 
plant is a great focal point in commercial landscapes. Tiger Eyes® 
tolerates a wide range of soils as well as urban conditions, and is 
adaptable to both poorly drained soils and very dry soil. Doesn’t 
sucker profusely and does not have heavy seed set. Discovered by 
Steve Jorgensen of Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

ZONE 4-8  

H x W 6’ x 6’

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Upright, Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   

- Deer resistant

- Drought tolerant

BEST SELLER
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Above and Beyond™  ROSE
Rosa ‘ZLEEltonStrack’ PP24,463

This is a truly unique climbing rose for cold climates. Above 
and Beyond™ combines extreme cane hardiness, reliable spring 
flowering, vigorous growth and a unique color in hardy roses. 
Orange buds open in prolific clusters of five or more apricot 
colored, semi-double to double flowers. Plants bloom in mid-
to-late spring with sporadic repeat flowering in summer. With 
extreme cane hardiness, Above and Beyond™ can be a climber 
or a nice large free standing shrub in colder regions where 
plant dieback from cold is not an issue.  Very resistant to fungal 
diseases. Bred by Dr. David Zlesak.

ZONE 3-7  H x W 10-14’ x Varies 

EXP Full Sun  SHAPE Upright, Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Fragrant   |   Cut flower
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Rosa ‘CA 29’ PP24,435

An exciting reblooming rose from the Canadian Artist Rose series, Campfire has 
exceptional hardiness combined with eye-catching blooms and bright glossy 
foliage on compact plants. Shapely buds with yellow and red tones open to semi-
double flowers of yellow, edged in a deep rosy pink. As the season progresses, the 
pink edging becomes more prominent and produces an incredible smoldering 
blend of yellow and deep pink blooms that continue until frost. Dark green glossy 
foliage has excellent disease resistance; stems are smooth with only the occasional 
short thorns. Named in honor of Tom Thomson, one of the foremost artists in 
Canadian history. Own root. (CPBR #4471)

Rosa ‘BAIore’ PP16,909

Developed for northern gardens, Polar Joy®  is a tough, 
dependable tree rose, surviving well even in frigid Zone 4 
gardens without any winter protection. Soft pink blooms 
contrast nicely against light green foliage. It can be used as 
an eye level hedge or as a focal point at an entry way or in 
a pretty container. Polar Joy® is grown on its own root. Bred 
by Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

CAMPFIRE  ROSE

Polar Joy®  Tree Rose

ZONE 3-7

H x W 3’ x 3’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Upright, Mounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Fragrant
- Reblooming

ZONE 4-7  

H x W 2-4’ x2-3’

EXP Full Sun

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Fragrant
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Sundrop™ SPIREA Pink Sparkler™ Birchleaf Spirea
Spiraea ‘Bailcarol’

A natural hybrid of ‘Goldmound’ and ‘Daphne’, Sundrop™ 
was discovered by Terry Schwartz of Bailey Nurseries, Inc. 
Beautiful sprays of pink flowers in early summer stand out 
against petite, golden foliage. This natural dwarf with a 
rounded habit requires little or no pruning. Our trials show 
Sundrop™ to be hardier than most golden spirea. Foliage 
holds its golden-yellow color even in the summer heat. 

Spiraea betulifolia ‘COURISPI01’ PP27,933
If you are a fan of Spiraea ‘Tor’, you will love this new twist on 
Spiraea betulifolia. Bred in France, Pink Sparkler™ blooms 
in early summer with large pink flowers at the terminals of 
this rounded shrub. An added bonus is in the autumn, new 
flowers are formed and bloom along the leaf axils on each 
stem. These flowers are smaller, but there are more of them 
and add a pop of pink color to the fall landscape. Then, 
the leaves turn a lovely burgundy red in autumn. This plant 
needs very little pruning to keep its perfect rounded shape. 
(CPBRAF)

ZONE 3-8  

H x W 12-15” x 2-3’

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Dense Mound

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Deer resistant

ZONE 3-8   H x W 3-4’ x 3-4’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade  SHAPE Mounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Deer resistant
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Superstar™ SPIREA Firegold® SPIREA
Spiraea x bumalda ‘Denistar’ PP22,432

This superstar is a branch sport of ‘Froebelii’, with a smaller 
more compact form. Foliage is deep green, showing off 
the stunning, scarlet red new growth to its best advantage. 
Pink blossoms grace the plant from May - August. The 
three-season appeal continues with an excellent bronze fall 
color. Discovered by Denis Levac of Quebec, Canada and 
introduced by Bailey Nurseries.

Spiraea x vanhouttei ‘Levgold’ PP19,308

Firegold®  stands out because of its brilliant lemon-lime 
foliage. New growth is soft yellow changing to lemon, and 
finally to lime-green. White flowers, typical of the species, 
appear in spring along gracefully arching branches. The 
color is stable and at its most brilliant in full sun. This plant 
came to us from Denis Levac of Quebec. (CPBR #2754)

ZONE 3-8  

H x W 2-3’ x 3-4’ 

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Mounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Deer resistant

ZONE 4-8  

H x W W 4-6’ x 5-7’ 

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Vase Shape

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Deer resistant

BEST SELLER
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Symphoricarpos x doorenbosii ‘Kolmgala’ PP20,912

Plump, bridal-white berries ripen in early fall, adding 
interest to the autumn and winter garden on a neat, 
compact plant. Bred by Peter Kolster.

Symphoricarpos x doorenbosii ‘Kolmcan’ PP20,931

Plump, candy-pink berries ripen in early fall, as the last 
of summer’s small pink flowers swell into pearls. As the 
leaves fall, each arching stem is adorned with berries 
which remain on through the winter. Compact form for the 
border or en masse.  Bred by Peter Kolster.

Galaxy™  Snowberry

CANDY™  CORALberry

ZONE 4-9  

H x W 2.5-3’ x 2.5-3’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Upright, Rounded

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Deer resistant
- Cut flower

ZONE 4-9  

H x W 2-2.5’ x 2.5-3’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Compact, Arching

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Deer resistant
- Cut flower
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Syringa ‘Bailbridget’ PPAF

With shiny violet new leaves, deep purple stems, raspberry 
purple buds and fragrant double flowers, Virtual Violet™ is 
aptly named. Leaf petioles remain violet well into the summer. 
The habit is upright (instead of rounded) and compact. The 
dense habit makes it a great choice for a hedge in smaller 
spaces as well as a welcome addition to foundation plantings.  
Remarkably mildew free. This is a controlled cross between 
Charles Joly and two outstanding National Arboretum varieties. 
Bred by Don Selinger, Bailey Nurseries retiree. (CPBRAF)

ZONE 3 - 7  H x W 6-8’ x 5-7’

EXP Full Sun  SHAPE    Upright

OTHER ATTRIBUTES    
- Fragrant
- Double flowers
- Cut flowers
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NewVirtual Violet™  LILAC
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Viburnum plicatum ‘PIIVIB-II’ PPAF

With perfectly round baseball-sized flowers in April, we couldn’t resist calling this 
beacon of spring Opening Day™. Compact plants are covered with snowball-like 
flowers that open with a tinge of green and quickly mature to pure white. Plants 
are tight in habit with dark green foliage that turns beautiful shades of cabernet 
in the fall. The deeply corrugated foliage is spring green and flawless through the 
growing season. Easy and fast to produce, this should be a production staple. Bred 
by Plant Introductions, Inc. (CPBRAF)

Viburnum ‘Spring Lace’

This compact, rounded viburnum would be a beautiful shrub 
even if it didn’t bloom. But boy, does it bloom! In May, this 
beauty is covered in pure white, fragrant, lacy inflorescenses. 
Sterile florets are nicely balanced with fertile flowers. The 
leathery, dark green leaves turn wine-red in early fall and are 
evergreen in mild winters.  Blooms well in warmer climates. 
Plants are compact and well-behaved. Minimal fruit set to 
date. Bred by Dr. Michael Dirr at the University of Georgia.

Opening Day™

Doublefile Viburnum

Spring Lace Viburnum

ZONE 5-8

H x W 5-10’ x 5-8’

EXP Full Sun  to Part Shade

SHAPE Rounded

ZONE 6-9  

H x W 5’ x 5’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade 

SHAPE Rounded 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Fragrant
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Vitex agnus-castus ‘PIIVAC-I’ PP25,914

Delta Blues™ is the first intermediate Vitex on the market. 
Compared to ‘Shoal Creek’ it is about 2/3 the size, not nearly 
as coarse in texture and has richer blue-purple flowers. The 
fragrant flowers bloom from June to October in Zone 7-8.  Dark 
green foliage is free of leaf spot, fragrant and more refined than 
other selections. Plants are much denser in containers and in the 
landscape. Can be grown as an intermediate multi-stem tree or 
as a shrub. Delta Blues™ adapts to acid or alkaline soils as long as 
the site is well-drained. It is also salt tolerant. Introduced by Plant 
Introductions, Inc.

Vitex agnus-castus ‘PIIVAC-Il’ PP26,775

A true genetic dwarf, Blue Puffball™ is even more compact than Delta Blues™. It forms a perfect ball-shaped plant with 
short internodes and thick foliage. Mid-green foliage is clean into fall with minimal leaf spot. Deep blue, fragrant flowers 
bloom from June to September. Flowers form on new growth like Buddleia so it can be used as a dieback shrub in 
colder areas. Bred by Plant Introductions, Inc. (CPBRAF)

Delta Blues™ Chastetree

Blue Puffball™  Chastetree

ZONE    6-9 H x W   8-10’ x 8-10’ EXP  Full Sun to Part Shade   

SHAPE Rounded to Upright-Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Deer resistant    - Fragrant - Salt tolerant
- Drought tolerant - Pollinator

ZONE 6-9   H x W 3’ x 3’   EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Rounded  OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Deer resistant    |    Drought tolerant   |     Pollinator    |   Salt tolerant
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Weigela florida ‘Kolmagira’ PP20,384

Even before the first flowers appear, Rainbow Sensation™ stands out due to the 
attractive, variegated foliage. Dense clusters of soft pink flowers bloom profusely in 
May or June. Rainbow Sensation™ is especially well suited to urban environments 
where it is exceptionally cold hardy and performs beautifully with minimal care. 
Introduced by Plants Nouveau.

Rainbow Sensation™  

WEIGELA

ZONE 4 -8  

H x W 3-4’ x 3-4’ 

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE Compact, Rounded

Weigela florida ‘Bokrashine’

Shining Sensation™ is a  blooming machine with 
pink funnel-shaped flowers that bloom in May and 
June, and then sporadically through summer. Shiny, 
burgundy foliage appears as though it has been 
polished, and contrasts nicely with the pink flowers 
making this selection a cut above the rest. Long, 
arching stems provide a handsome architectural 
element to the mixed border. A Plants Nouveau 
Introduction.

Shining Sensation™  WEIGELA

ZONE 4-8  

H x W 5-6’ x 3-4’

EXP Shade   

SHAPE Arching
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Atomic Red™ Trumpet Vine

Autumn Revolution™ Bittersweet

Campsis radicans ‘Stromboli’

Dark red buds open to orange-red trumpet-like flowers which deepen in color as they mature to 
an incredibly bold red. Tubular flowers are larger than the species measuring 3-4 inches long. A 
vigorous vine, it will climb on stone or woodwork. An outstanding vertical accent to add color to a 
sunny fence or wall. Selected by Minier Nursery, in France.

Celastrus scandens ‘Bailumn’ PP19,811

A revolutionary breakthrough in bittersweet culture. 
Imagine never having to wonder if you’re buying or selling 
a male or female plant again. The majority of the flowers 
formed on Autumn Revolution™ are perfect, meaning that 
the flower itself has both male and female parts. In other 
words, you only need one plant to bear fruit. Perhaps 
because of this unique characteristic the fruit production 
is absolutely extraordinary and the berry size is twice 
that of the species, but it is not invasive like the Asian 
species. Truly an improvement for this beloved native vine. 
Discovered and introduced by Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

ZONE 5-9  H x W 20-30’ x Varies   EXP Full Sun  

OTHER ATTRIBUTES    Deer resistant      |      Drought tolerant     |      Pollinator

ZONE 2-8  

H x W 15-25’ x Varies 

EXP Full Sun  

OTHER ATTRIBUTES
- Drought tolerant
- Cut flower

V
IN
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Honeybelle™ Honeysuckle Summer Cascade™ Wisteria
Lonicera x brownii ‘Bailelle’ PP20,939

The first flush of flowers is like a waterfall of golden 
blossoms, and the repeat bloom is extraordinarily 
consistent. Exceptionally hardy, Honeybelle™ withstands 
temperatures to -39° F with no damage. This compact 
twining vine will bloom well into fall and produces some 
red berries. Although it will grow in semi-shaded areas, full 
sun ensures the best show of blooms. Selected by Steve 
Gessel of St. Cloud, Minnesota.

Wisteria macrostachya ‘Betty Matthews’

Blooming in June on new growth, individual flowers are 
borne on long showy racemes and open as a lovely shade 
of dark lavender before fading.  Summer Cascade™ is a 
beautiful flowering vine which can easily cover an arbor 
or pergola, creating a cool, shady place. Producing an 
interesting seed pod in late summer, this vine has lovely 
multi-season interest and is more reliably cold hardy 
than other wisteria. Discovered by Betty Matthews in 
White Bear Lake, Minnesota and given to the University 
of Minnesota, introduced in partnership with Bailey 
Nurseries, Inc.

ZONE 3-8

H x W 10-20’ x Varies

EXP Full Sun 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Pollinator
ZONE 4-8

H x W 15-20’ x Varies

EXP Full Sun 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Deer resistant   |    Fragrant
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ZONE 3-8                    H x W 18-22” x 18-24” EXP Full Sun                     

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Cut flower    |   Pollinator    |   Fragrant

PHLOX COLLECTION
A Plants Nouveau introduction, these phlox are 

incredibly mildew resistant and wildly floriferous. All 
these selections are fragrant and compact in habit. 

Coral Crème Drop™ Phlox

Cotton Candy™ Phlox

Bubblegum Pink™ Phlox

Grape Lollipop™ Phlox

Phlox paniculata ‘Ditomdre’ PP20,907

Lovely coral blooms with rosy eyes.

Phlox paniculata ‘Ditomfav’ PP21,369

Soft lavender-pink flowers with cotton candy centers.

Phlox paniculata ‘Ditomfra’ PP21,171

Fragrant bubble gum pink flowers are accentuated by dark 
pink eyes.

Phlox paniculata ‘Ditomsur’ PP21,109

Grape-colored blooms have striking dark eyes.
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Pyrus ‘Tawara Oriental’

This fruiting Asian pear grown mainly for its edible fruit, has an upright oval form with glossy 
green foliage which looks great all season long. White flowers in spring make way to the 
unusual dark tan to light brown fruit, tasting like a cross between apple and pear, with crispy 
texture. Asian pear cultivars are partially self-fruitful but better crops are set where two or 
more cultivars are planted together. European pears or Asian pears, such as ‘Seckel’, ‘Bosc’ 
or ‘Bartlett’, can be used for pollination. Excellent for fresh eating or canning. Discovered by 
Jeanne & Jim Matsuda of Park Creek Nursery.

Prunus ‘Eubank’ 

From Wisconsin orchardist Bill Eubank, this sour pie cherry has 
the sweetest tasting cherries we’ve ever sampled. Although 
not quite sweet enough for eating fresh like a ‘Bing’, they are 
fantastic for jams, jellies and pies. With its compact size, this is 
a great tree for the home garden or small orchard.

Tawara Asian Pear

Sweet Cherry Pie™ CHERRY

ZONE 4-7   H x W 15-18’ x 8-12’   

EXP Full Sun   OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Edible

ZONE 4-7  

H x W 15’ x 12’

EXP Full Sun

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Edible

FR
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Juniperus scopulorum ‘Bailigh’

Attractive silvery-blue, dense foliage 
highlights this improved variety of Rocky 
Mountain juniper. Strongly columnar in 
form, it requires little pruning to maintain 
its narrow shape. Tolerant of dry soil 
conditions. Selected by Bailey Nurseries 
from the prairies of North Dakota.

Cryptomeria japonica ‘PIICJ-I’

With its broad pyramidal habit, but 
compact form, this lovely evergreen fits 
beautifully in small space gardens. A 
13-year-old specimen is 7’ in height and 
5’ in width. Readily pruned to maintain a 
desirable landscape size. The blue-green 
needles are resistant to winter bronzing 
and add a welcome touch of color to the 
winter landscape. To date, minimal male 
and female cone production. Introduced 
by Plant Introductions, Inc. and Sarah P. 
Duke Gardens.

Sky High™ Juniper

Chapel View™ Japanese Cedar

ZONE 3-7  

H x W 12-15’ x 3-5’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Columnar

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Drought tolerant

ZONE 6-9  

H x W 5-10’ x 4-8’

EXP Full Sun to Part Shade

SHAPE Broad Pyramidal
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Technito® Arborvitae

Technito® Arborvitae
Globe form

Thuja occidentalis ‘BailJohn’ PP15,850

Technito® has the attractive dark green color of ‘Techny’ and retains the winter 
foliage color just as well as ‘Techny’. This cultivar, being noticeably more dense, 
is an improvement because it requires less shearing to retain a compact 
pyramidal outline. Technito® can be sheared into a dense globe of 2-3’ x 2-3’. 
Some shearing will be required to maintain the rounded form.

ZONE 3-7  

H x W 8-10’ x 4-5’ 

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE    Compact Pyramidal
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Tahiti™ Hibiscus BALi™ Hibiscus HAWAII™ Hibiscus 

Vanilla Strawberry™ Hydrangea

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Mineru’ Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minfren’ Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minsygrbl1’

Hydrangea paniculata ‘Renhy’ PP20,670

ZONE 5-8  

H x W 5-8’ x 4-7’ 

EXP Full Sun 

ZONE 5-8  

H x W 5-8’ x 4-7’ 

EXP Full Sun 

ZONE 5-8  

H x W 5-8’ x 4-7’ 

EXP Full Sun 

ZONE 4-8  

H x W 6-7’ x 4-5 ’

EXP Full Sun  to Part Shade

SH
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FIJI™ Hibiscus 
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minspot’
ZONE 5-8  

H x W 5-8’ x 4-7’ 

EXP Full Sun 

Amber Jubilee™ NINEBARK
Physocarpus opulifolius 
‘Jefam’ PP23,177
ZONE 2-7  

H x W 5-6’ x 3-4’

EXP Full Sun

Vanilla Strawberry
Hydrangea paniculata 

Full Sun Full Sun 

ZONE 4-8  

H x W 6-7’ x 4-5 ’

EXP Full Sun  to Part Shade

FIJI™ Hibiscus 
Hibiscus syriacus 
ZONE 5-8

H x W 5-8’ x 4-7’

EXP Full Sun 
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Scarlet Jewell™ MAPLE MatadoR™ MAPLE
Acer rubrum ‘Bailcraig’

This full, upright maple consistently turns deep crimson 
red each fall, a full two weeks earlier than other red 
maples. Covered with a brilliant show of bright red flowers 
each spring. Scarlet Jewell™ has excellent symmetrical 
branching and resists frost cracking. It is an outstanding 
specimen tree and a welcome early beacon of fall. Prefers 
a moist, slightly acidic soil. Own root. Selected in northern 
Minnesota by Terry Schwartz of Bailey Nurseries.

Acer x freemanii ‘Bailston’

Selected because of its superior habit and fall color, 
Matador™ turns deeper red than Autumn Blaze®  and 
colors more consistently than Sienna Glen®. An adaptable 
tree with an upright, symmetrical form. Gains its fall color 
a bit later than other cultivars and holds its leaves longer. 
Excellent choice for lawn, street or park. Discovered in 
1997 at our container tree farm by Kevin Johnston of 
Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

ZONE 4-7  

H x W 40-45’ x 20-40’ 

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE  Upright, Oval

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Moisture tolerant

ZONE 3-7  

H x W 70’ x 30’ 

EXP Full Sun  

SHAPE   Upright

TREES
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Parkland Pillar™ Birch Centennial Blush Star Magnolia
Betula platyphylla ‘Jefpark’ PP25,468

A beautiful birch with a narrow, upright, dense habit. It 
boasts white bark and dense, dark green foliage that turns 
golden in late fall. This fast growing variety is suitable for 
gardens, screens or boulevards. Tolerant of heat, drought, 
and alkaline soils, Parkland Pillar is an excellent choice 
for urban landscapes. Its narrow form makes it perfect as 
an accent tree, or it can be planted in multiples to form 
a privacy screen. This selection of Dakota Pinnacle® was 
found at Parkland Nurseries in Alberta in 2006. 
(CPBR #4513, ®CA)

Magnolia stellata ‘Centennial Blush’ PP22,248

Pink buds open to incredibly full and wonderfully fragrant 
pale pink flowers in spring.  Centennial Blush is a prolific 
bloomer with flower buds formed at almost every node 
yielding a fantastic floral display of delicate pink covering 
the entire plant. Blooms just as reliably in St. Paul, 
Minnesota as in Athens, Georgia. Centennial Blush is also 
well adapted to a variety of soils. Attractive medium green 
foliage on an interesting branching structure follows in 
summer, turning yellow to bronze in autumn. Can be 
grown as a large shrub or a small tree, perfectly suited 
for small urban gardens. Bred by Michael Dirr of the 
University of Georgia.

ZONE 4-9  

H x W 12-18’ x 10-15’ 

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE  Upright, Oval

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Fragrant

ZONE 3-7  

H x W 40’ x 6-7’ 

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE  Columnar

OTHER ATTRIBUTES   Drought tolerant
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Malus ‘Bailears’ PP22,001

Red buds open to fragrant pink flowers which completely engulf the 
cascading branches each spring. This naturally weeping crab has a 
habit similar to ‘Louisa’ and burgundy-green foliage like ‘Prairiefire’. 
Attractive dark red fruit lasts into mid-winter. This seedling was found 
at Beverly Nursery in Indiana.

Ruby Tears™  Crabapple

ZONE 4 -7  H x W 8-10’ x 12-15’  EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Weeping OTHER ATTRIBUTES    - Drought tolerant
           - Pollinator
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Prunus maackii ‘Jefspur’ PP19,665

This new, unique form of the classic Amur cherry is the 
perfect tree for small space gardens in cold climates. Winter 
hardy to Zone 2, mature plants of Goldspur™ reach 10-15’ in 
height and 6-9’ in spread, creating an upright oval tree that 
is half the size of the species. Creamy white spring flowers 
produce compact clusters of tiny black fruit in summer. The 
golden-colored exfoliating bark is especially ornamental in 
winter. Selected by Philip Ronald. (CPBR #3903, ®CA) 

Malus x adstringens ‘Durleo’ PP20,167

Gladiator™ is an excellent ornamental tree with a profusion of bright pink flowers 
followed by small reddish-purple fruit on a stately, upright crown. Glossy bronze-
purple leaves that are darker and glossier than Purple Prince, remain lush all season 
long and are highly disease resistant. Compared to Purple Prince, Gladiator™ also 
has better resistance to fireblight. Gladiator™ is an ideal ornamental tree for space-
challenged sites including under power lines, as a small boulevard tree or planted in 
a row for a screen. This is an open-pollinated selection of ‘Royalty’. Selected by Rick 
Durand, from Portage la Prairie MB, CA. (®CA)

Goldspur™ Amur Chokecherry

Gladiator™ Crabapple

ZONE 2-6  

H x W 10-15’ x 6-9’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Upright

ZONE 2-8  

H x W 20’ x 9’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Upright

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  
- Drought tolerant
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Quercus ellipsoidalis ‘Bailskies’

Majestic Skies™ is a distinct improvement over the species with straighter branching and a more symmetrical shape. 
Foliage emerges red in spring and is more substantial and darker green than the species. Excellent red fall color. 
Northern pin oaks prefer to grow in full sun with deep, well-drained soil. Discovered at Bailey Nurseries, Inc.

Majestic Skies™  Northern Pin Oak

ZONE 3-6  

H x W 60’ x 45’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Conical in youth, maturing to broad oval
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Syringa reticulata ‘Bailnce’ PP20,458

Although the species tend to flower biennally, Snowdance™ 
flowers well annually and begins flowering at an earlier 
age than the species. It has exceptionally heavy bloom with 
large, fragrant, creamy white flower clusters in June. This 
variety produces few untidy brown seedheads. Lustrous dark 
green foliage is slightly larger and darker than the species. 
Snowdance™ grows as wide as it is tall with attractive, 
shelved branching. A pest-and-disease-free lilac tree, it is 
ideal for residential and park use and is equally attractive as 
a specimen as it is in group plantings. Selected by Rod Bailey 
for its remarkably heavy bloom.

Ulmus americana ‘St Croix’ PP20,097

St. Croix™ Elm is a new and distinct American elm with good 
tolerance to Dutch elm disease. With a grand vase shape 
and an open, spreading canopy, St. Croix™ promises to 
revitalize this well-loved shade tree. Its summer foliage is 
a beautiful dark green with fall foliage turning a wonderful 
yellow. The selection is a clone from a tree in Minnesota that 
survived in a stand of DED-infected elms for over 35 years. 
In testing at the University of Minnesota, St. Croix™ shows
very good DED tolerance in repeated field trials with 
controlled inoculation. Selected by Chris Bliska.

Snowdance™  Japanese Tree Lilac

St Croix™ American Elm

ZONE 3-7  

H x W 18’ x 20’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Vase haped, Spreading

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Fragrant

ZONE 3-6  

H x W 60-75’ x 70-90’

EXP Full Sun 

SHAPE Broadly Vased-shaped

OTHER ATTRIBUTES  Drought tolerant
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